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Bhagavat Gita
Charity given to a worthy person simply because
it is right to give, without consideration of
anything in return, at the proper time and in the
proper place, is stated to be in the mode of
goodness.
BG 17.20:

Quran
Charity also forms the third of the obligatory
Five Pillars of Islam

Holy Bible
For I was hungry and you gave me
something to eat, I was thirsty and you
gave me something to drink …
Mathew 25:35

ACNOWLEDGEMENTS
It is a wonderful experience to see kind hearts, coming out with generosity to help people in
struggle. I was wondering how we are going to reach out to
these people? Particularly, the WIDOWS, TRANSGENDERS
AND DESTIUTES who are much devastated during these
pandemic days. It was a fortunate experience to see many who
were so kind and generous with their financial support. No
doubt, without all your support and a few of the institutions
mainly Ocean, Chennai, DHFL, Eclear, Habitat, Rose
Malar, BWDA Finance Limited it would not have been
achieved. We are fortunate to undertake this program, as it is
surely a blessing to all those who came forward to support these
underprivileged people, during these pandemic days. As
mentioned in the Holy books of Hindus, Muslims and
Christians, we are sure that all of you, who came forward to help these brethren, will remain ever
blessed for sure.
We started feeling the suffering of COVID -19, with a small draft shared among staff of BWDA
Group. I was spell bound to see every other day, generous hearts making their little and the bigger
possible support services, remitted to BWDA, during these pandemic COVID-19 days.
While reflecting on this painful of COVID-19, most of us have lost our sleep and we are moving
from pillar to post, not knowing what would happen tomorrow. The ultimate thought is that, only
GOD ALMIGHTY could heal us from all these disasters. But, the attitude of most of the BWDA
family members, has to be recorded in the annuals of BWDA. I am thankful to you all and all these
experiences are to be treasured.

Thanks & Regards

Dr.C.Joslin Thambi
Founder, BWDA Group

There are five areas in which this report is focused. They are
1. Awareness to senior citizens and widows: While reflecting on this BWDA, was able to
contact 2997 of our already contacted, counseled and honored senior citizens and 3,191 widows.
Their present status was discussed by BWDA HO customer care team and respective branch
staff. While many of them just felt happy, listening to us and most of them are safe and good.
Majority of the widows and small percentage of senior citizens expected support from BWDA.
Many of them thanked BWDA very much, for the moral support and care. A few of them asked
for some medical and material support, that was immediately arranged with the local branch and
served as you could see in detail report.
2. Awareness to public, college students and support service: 20000 pamphlets were printed
and circulated to general public, students, widows and senior citizens on COVID-19
(Annexure-1). Awareness was given to college students and general public in all the branches
through pamphlets, BWDA CRS Radio programs, and contacting SHG leaders and passing on
information. Most deserving students’ families were supported with groceries as you could
glance through the report.
3. State level Essay & Poem competitions: This was a great event in COVID-19 awareness
building program of COVID-19 and it was much appreciated by all. BWDA was very glad to
honor the winners with a sum of Rs.2, 20,000 as cash award. The emergence of this program
and its details are appended in detail in the main report.
4. Impact study on Covid -19: COVID-19 outcome is taken in an empirical study facilitated by
Department of Social Work, BWDA Arts and Science College team and the report is submitted
for dissemination. This is more practical and its recommendations would be more useful to the
Government, Political leaders, decision makers and NGOs to address the Covid-19 issues in a
systematic way.
5. Relief Activities: This report in full covers all sorts of relief activities carried through till
August-2020. The program is attended by Chief Minister of Pondicherry, Law Minister and
Industries Minister of Tamilnadu. The description with pictorial presentation are in the report.
6. Moratorium to members: BWDA and sister concern BFL has 55,974 borrowers of Rs.114.50
Cr portfolio. As per the RBI guidance we gave moratorium to those who are unable to pay
during pandemic lockdown from Mar-2020 to Aug-2020. 28,988 borrowers benefitted from
this.

1. Awareness & Counseling

The pandemic days of COVID-19 were so terrible and we see that poor people were suffering
much. There were a number of programs organized in order to offer awareness among the general
public in the 54 branches of BWDA.
1. Awareness to public, college students and support service: 20000 pamphlets were
printed and circulated to general public, students, widows and senior citizens on COVID-19
(Annexure-1). Awareness was given to college students and general public in all the
branches through pamphlets, individual contacts, through phone and BWDA Community
Radio programs. Doctors interview, health expert’s interview and broadcasting is going on.
Through our colleges and schools individual contacts were developed for giving counseling
and the most deserving students’ families were supported by BWDA.
2. Counseling to senior citizen & widows: BWDA, was able to contact 2997 of our already
honored senior citizens those who completed 80 and above and 3,191 widows of our
working area. Their present status was discussed by BWDA HO customer care team and
respective branch staff. Majority of the widows and small percentage of senior citizens
expected support from BWDA. Many of them thanked BWDA very much, for the moral
support and care. A few of them asked for some medical and material support, that was
immediately arranged with the local branches.
Widows: BWDA has special Self Help Group and Joint Liability Group of 3,191. During
pandemic through our customer care we contacted and counseled majority of the widows.
On the basis of their request we supplied rice, groceries and other materials to them (Details
under relief activities).

II. State level Essay and poem competition
a. Announced in dailies for submission of Poems and Essays on Corona
a. Sufficient time was offered
b. Students and teachers were motivated over phone
c. BWDA Institutions also participated
d. Deadline was announced
e. Jury including
i. Mr.Nanjil Rajendran
ii. Dr.V.Segar –Vice Principal of BWDA Arts and Science College
iii. Finalized together with Dr.C.Joslin Thambi, Founder –BWDA

b. Poetry & Essay contest: Winners Declared
It is a system by which a disturbed mind is diverted to think of something else. The entire
world was bogged down to think of CORONA and cry out in agony. But the Management
Manag
of BWDA team was ablee to make everyone in the Tamilnadu think of something more on
CORONA & its impacts
impacts. The team selected 4 themes and first 5 winners will get cash
award. For
or poetry 20 cas
cash
h awards and essay 20 cash awards were given. Prizes
P
range as
Rs.10,000/-, Rs.7500/-,, Rs.50
Rs.5000, Rs.3000/- & Rs.2000/-. BWDA enabled people of
Tamilnadu to think of the intensity of the issue of Corona worldwide by writing poems and
essays (Annexure-2). It was advertised in the majority of the Tamil newspapers and
Thayullam magazine. The theme
themes of the competition are as follows:
1. Suggestions to solve the psychological, social and economically COVID-19
COVID
affected
people.
COVID-19 by human beings.
2. Strategies to kill COVID
3. Create the world without predictory diseases.
4. Learn to live with good health and defend diseases.
We received around 1000 poems and essays from Kanniyakumari to Chennai, almost all the
districts of Tamilnadu participated in it. It was thus, the scripts were scrutinized by a team of
jury Dr.Segar and Mr.Nanjil Rajendran who w
were able to declare the winners.

C. Poem & Essay on COVID
COVID-19 Book Publication: Ass majority of the poems and essays are
very informative and meaningful
meaningful, BWDA decided to print separate books of collection on
poems and essays. It was published on 10.07.2020. Two thousand
housand copies of each were
printed.

III. Impact of the study on COVID-19
BWDA has decided to have an impact study on COVID-19 from different areas of Tamilnadu,
Pondicherry & small pocket of Kerala as we have enough research oriented experts from BWDA
Arts & Science College, BWDA Polytechnic College and Head office. 26,000 households were
identified mainly from BWDA Self Help Groups and general public for these study.
A team of experts from BWDA Arts & Science College & BWDA Polytechnic College headed by
the Principals joining hands with head office staff have completed the study. It is very interesting to
make observations and it will be appropriate to read through the study materials.
1. The study has enabled BWDA to understand the realities of the issues of CORONA in a
larger perspective
2. The living condition of all the stakeholders of the study
3. The health deterioration among people
4. The incapacities due to lack of employment thereby finance
a. The research seems unique
i. As we have not heard so far any such study on the impact of CORONA from
any other NGO or educational institutions though there may be some.
ii. This timely study is a concern shown by BWDA Group of Institutions on the
well being of the people even in a disaster.
iii. BWDA feels esteemed to have done this investing time, man power and
money on this.

IV. Relief Activities
CORONA RELIEF TO WIDOWS & DESTITUTES
4.1 PONDICHERRY CHIEF MINISTER FUNCTION ON 27.07.2020
It was a fortunate moment having the Chief Minister of Pondicherry, Honorable Mr.Narayanasamy
joining our efforts to help the poor widows & destitutes during these pandemic days in Pondicherry.
Further Mr.A.John Kumar, MLA was also there. It was a graceful occasion to reach out to 360
people in Pondicherry. Founder of BWDA, Dr.C.Jolin Thambi and General Manager
Mr.Santharam,
AGM
Mr.Ramachandran,
AGM
Mrs.Sarojini,
Branch
Manager
Mr.Balasubramaniam and other field staff joined the program.

4.2 STATE LAW AND PRISON MINISTOR AT TINDIVANAM ON 23.07.2020
When we face difficulties such CORONA we are all pulled down and feel crippled. It is a pain and
much agonizing. People were much affected in Villupuram District. On 23.07.2020 by Honorable
Minister C.V.Shunmugam gave groceries to 1522 widows who gratefully felt the warmth of
BWDA on this occasion. Dr.C.Joslin Thambi MD BWDA was in the ground joining the
accompanied by Mr.S.K.R.Paari, General Manager and Divisional Head Mr.S.Govindarajan, AGM
Mr.Sankar, Branch Managers Mr.Madankumar and other staff.

4.3 STATE INDUSTRIAL MINISTER AT CUDDALORE ON 24.07.2020
There were 745 of widows supported by BWDA on 24.07.2020. The honorable Industrial Minister
Mr.M.C.Sambath distributed groceries to these widows. This program was arranged by the team of
Cuddalore staff headed by General Manager Mr.G.H.Santharam, AGM Mrs.P.Mageshwari, Branch
Manager Mr.Ranghabashyam and other field staff who made it a great success. The occasion was
graced by Dr.C.Joslin Thambi Founder of BWDA.

4.4 VILLUPURAM BRANCH DISTRIBUTION TO WIDOWS ON 27.07.2020.
In Villupuram 492 widows were supported with groceries. The program was arranged by BWDA
Team Mr.Anandavelan AGM, Branch Manager Mr.Karthikeyan and other staff. The dream of
BWDA’s Managing Director to reach out to these underprivileged people succeeded through this
effort on 27.07.2020.

4.5 MADHURANDHAGAM & CHEYYUR AREA DISTRIBUTION TO WIDOWS ON
07.04.2020.
As many as 130 people were supported in Madhuranthagam & Cheyyur area where we went around
offering door to door. Though it was a hot sun day and a Sunday people eagerly awaited to receive
grocery from us. It was great to see them go smiling amidst this issue of Covid
Covid-19
19 on 07.04.2020 &
08.04.2020.

4.6 CHENGALPET & MURUKKERI AREA DISTRIBUTION TO WIDOWS ON
07.04.2020.
In the very beginning of the lock down of COVID -19
19 the people suffered a lot all over Tamilnadu.
It was then BWDA was able to distribute grocery to 55 in Cheng
Chengalpet
lpet and 63 people in Murukkeri
Muruk
on 07.04.2020.

4.7 ACHIRAPAKKAM AREA DISTRIBUTION TO WIDOWS ON 08.04.2020
In Achirapakkam area 63 widows were supported with groceries meeting their timely requirement.
Mr.Govindharaj Senior AGM, Mr.Bakthan Arulraj, AGM, Mr.Sakthivel, Branch Head, Mrs.Vanaja
and joined the team moving about various villages in and around Achirapakkam distributing 63
groceries packs to the deserving and needy widows on 08.04.2020

4.9 PANRUTTI & KADAMPULIUR
ULIUR AREA DISTRIBUTION TO WIDOWS ON 10.04.2020
In Cuddalore district 230 widows in Pantutti and 139 in Kadampuliur were reached out with the
support of BWDA offering grocery packages. The field was well arranged by the AGM
Mr.Vidhayadharan, Senior Manag
Manager Mr.Bala, Branch Manager Mr.Natarajan, Mr.Johny Lee and
Arockiasamy Project Coordinator from Head Office
Office.

4.10 PANAGUDI AREA DISTRIBUTION TO WIDOWS
BWDA Southern region there are very many activities going on with a competitive spirit in spite of
many struggles. Many
any programs were facilitated by Sr.AGM Mr.Alwin Zhaharia, AGM
Mr.Jeyakumar, BM Mr.Muthukumaran and other staff of BWDA and 28 widows were supported
with groceries in Panagudi BWDA branch.

4.11 KALAKKAD AREA DISTRIBUTION TO WIDOWS:
COVID -19
19 support service was offered to 41 widows in Kalakadu by Southern Division Head,
Senior General Manager, Branch Manager
Manager,, Area Incharge Mr.Jeyakumar, Mr.Regilin and the field
staff of BWDA Kalakaddu.

4.12 KERALA, PARASSALA AREA DISTRIBUTION TO WIDOWS:
BWDA Parassala was able to organize supporting 44 Widows with groceries. This program was
honored by the presence of police officials of Parrasala who gave away the groceries. This program
was well scheduled by the Mr.Unnikrishnan senior manager, branch manager and the field staff of
BWDA, Parrasala.

4.13 KANNYAKUMARI AREA DISTRIBUTION TO WIDOWS: In Kannyakumari District
there were 521 widows from BWDA SHGs supported with groceries. This program was presided
over by the Member of the legislative Assembly Mr.J.G.Prince, Kulachchal Constitution. These 521
members included some women who are destitute too.

4.14 KOLIYANUR AREA DISTRIBUTION TO WIDOWS:
BWDA Koliyanoor Branch arranged for supporting 239 widows with groceries on 28.07.2020. The
program was honored by the presence of Mrs.Vijayalakshmi, Social Welfare Officer of Villupuram
district and Ms.Alphina Jos, Vice President of BWDA. The program was well arranged AGM
Mr.Anandavelan, Branch Manager Mr.Sakthivel and other staff of BWDA.

4.15 KARNATAKA-EJIPURA, BANGALORE AREA DISTRIBUTION TO WIDOWS ON
08.06.2020 & 09.06.2020:
Dr.C.Joslin Thambi, Founder guided the staff to approach Habitat for Humanity, Bangalore and
they were able to reach out to 500 poor SHG members with a grocery pack worth Rs.2000/- This
program was well planned and executed by the DGM Mr.Shunmugam, Mr.Godwin Branch Head,
Bangalore and other staff. Moreover, Habitat for humanity has promised to associate with BWDA
for further more needs required. And from BWDA Ejipura 66 grocery packages were also
disbursed.

4.16 SUPPORT TO POLICE PERSONAL:
A. Police personnel were provided with masks and sanitizers. The CEO of BWDA Ms.Alphina
Jos distributed masks and sanitizers to police personnel in West Police station. This was
received by the Inspector of Police, west police station, Villupuram. The program was
arranged by the AGM of villupuram region Mr.Anandavelan, the branch manager
Mr.Karthikeyan, Mr.Arockiasamy, Project Coordinator

B. THE FRIENDS OF POLICE: Villupuram Friends of Police team was struggling hard to
streamline people’s health needs on the road side. There were a good number of
volunteering youth who had to be given food and BWDA came forward to support with a
cash reach out of Rs.10,000/- by Mrs.Alphina Jos, Vice President of BWDA.

C. MASK TO DOCTORS: 100 masks worth Rs.26,000/- were provided to doctors of
Government Hospital, Villupuram by BWDA.
4.17 AUTO RICKSHAW DRIVERS: The program of grocery distribution was well arranged in
Villupuram Railway station where in there were 60 Auto rickshaw drivers gathered together to
receive the groceries and masks with a smile of contentment and thankfulness to BWDA and MD
Sir. The deputy superintendant of police Mr.Sankar distributed groceries. The auto rickshaw
drivers from two stops such as Saveetha bus stop and Villupuram railway station were provided
with grocery materials as they were all held jobless over 60 days and more. Mrs.Alphina Jos CEO
of BWDA distributed the materials in BWDA Mercantile.

4.18 SUPPORT TO TRANSGENDER COMMUNITY IN VILLUPURAM AND ON THE
WHOLE:
On 2nd April 2020 we were able to go over to the houses of 66 Transgenders transgender who were
so much grateful and some of them mentioned BWDA and Founder Sir’s name repeatedly for the
many support each one received on emergencies.

4.19 PROGRAM WITH MEDIA PEOPLE: MEDIA has been playing a major role in the society.
They do not have a fixed salary and many of the journalists are found to be very poor and
struggling during this COVID-19 pandemic days. 55 of the news paper and TV media friends were
supported with a pack of rice and vegetables for their livelihood.

4.20 BWDA COLLEGE AND BWDA SCHOOLS’ STUDENTS SUPPORTED:
394 economically weaker students of BWDA Arts and Science College 292 students of BWDA
Matriculation School, Kolliyangunam & 385 students of BWDA Matric Hr.Sec School,
Rasapalayam were offered with “Rice and grocery packages” by Ms.Alphina Jos, CEO of BWDA
Group. Founder of BWDA Group of Institutions instructed the college team, the Principal,
Mrs.Sudha Christy Joy, Vice Principal, Dr.V.Segar, Mr.Selvakumar, Pricipal & Mr.Ramanathan,
Principal of BWDA Schools, other staff and Educational coordinator to this support the needy
students.

4.21 THIRUKOVILUR AREA DISTRIBUTION TO WIDOWS ON 28.07.2020.
127 widows in Thirukovilur region were supported with grocery. Thirukovilur DSP & Inspector,
Mr.Santharam, General Manager from BWDA HO & AGM, Mr.Balaguru, Mr.Manigandan,
Mr.Prakash, Mr.Raja & Mr.Sankar and other field staff coordinated the program.

4.21 TUTICORIN AREA DISTRIBUTION TO WIDOWS:
In Tuticorin district V.Pudur area 46 widows and one deserving family were supported by BWDA.

4.22 RAJAPALAYAM AREA DISTRIBUTION TO WIDOWS:
In Virudhunagar district Rajapalayam, Kadayanallur, Surandai & Shengottai areas 135 widows
were supported by giving Rice, groceries & Vegetables by BWDA.

4.23 THAVALAKUPPAM AREA DISTRIBUTION TO WIDOWS:
In Pondicherry Thavalakuppam & Madhagadipet areas 195 widows given Rice, groceries &
Vegetables by BWDA.

4.21 BWDA THUCKALAY SERVED INDIGENEOUS DRINK TO PUBLIC:
Motivated by the relief measures initiated by during these days of COVID '19, BWDA, Thuckalay
arranged for as indigenous health drink - "KABA SURA DRINK" BWDA Padhmanapuram
Municipal sources in Thuckalay.

4.22 SUPPORT TO SENIOR CITIZENS IN VARIOUS PLACES:
Support service to senior citizens is one of the most prime concerns of BWDA. They being the most
helpless people on earth it was decided that they should be given the special concern in all the
operational areas of BWDA. As a result we have had a special effort to reach out to all the senior
citizens who are enrolled with BWDA and those newly identified in various places. During
COVID-19 we contacted 2997 Senior Citizens for counseling but we are able to contact 2847. On
the basis their request 365 Senior Citizens were supported.
Here are some photos:

We are happy to inform you that on the whole 38,771 people mainly widows and destitutes
benefitted.

SI.No

Benefitted
Members

Type of People

1

Widows

4818

2

Transgenders

60

3

Senior Citizens

365

4

Physically Challenged

54

5

Agricultural labours

1124

6

Bullockcart Workers

137

7

Tribals

201

8

Auto drivers

64

9

Low income households in Bangalore

650

10

Low income households in Hosur

175

Sub Total

7648

Other Support
11

Surgery Mask to friends of police, Police
department, traffic police, general public

10000

12

Doctors Mask to Government Hospital doctors

100

13

Pamphlets

20000

14

Essay & Poem Competition

1023

Sub Total

31123

Grand Total

38771

Income & Expenses:
With the support of our well wishers, BWDA staff, public and Institutions we were able to collect
Rs.35,79,828 and spent Rs.35,67,960. Herewith we are enclosing the consolidated income sources
and expenses. The names of those who paid Rs.1000/- and more are given here. Hope with all your
continues support encouragement and guidance we will do much for the development of poor
people in our adopted areas.

Income & Expenses Details
Particulars
Institutions
CSR Trust - Ocean
DHFL - Friends
Eclear Leasing & Finance Private Limited
FWWB
BWDA Finance Limited
Rose Malar Developmental Cooperative Society Ltd
Individuals Contribution
BWDA Groups Staffs
BWDA, Branch & Hundiyal
Habitat Package Income
Masard - Bangalore
Total
Awarness & Counselling - Notice
Masks, sanitizers, scanners
Essay & Poem competition, Book publication,
Advertisement
Awards for prize winners
Book Printing cost
Impact Study
1. Printing Survey forms
2. TA to college staffs
Relief Activities
Relief Activities Habitat Material supply
Relief Activities Masard Material Supply Bangalore
Miscelleaneous Expenses
Balance to be spent

Expensess

TOTAL

3,579,828 3,579,828

Income
200,000
200,000
100,000
95,764
200,000
300,000
271,205
291,683
771,176
1,000,000
150,000
3,579,828

8,350
205,802
132,451
220,000
101,180
17,822
35,940
1,621,415
1,000,000
150,000
75,000
11,868

Individual
ndividual Contributors those who donated Rs.1000/- and above.
SI.No

MEMBERS

AMOUNT

1

Mr.JEYAKUMAR - DEVAN PATHIRAKADAI

5000

2

ALWIN ZHAHARIA

1000

3

BAKTHAN ARULRAJ

1000

4

J.KARTHIKEYAN

2000

5

S.NATHIYA

1000

6

ALPHINA JOS

35000

7

P.SAMUVEL SOCRATES

1000

8

DHAVASIMUTHU

5050

9

SIVARAJ

3000

10

SRIDHARAN

2000

11

ARTHI

1000

12

RANGANATHAN

4000

13

RANI

6000

14

MADANKUMAR

6000

15

DINAKARAN

5000

16

UDHAYAKUMAR

5000

17

JOSLIN THAMBI

15000

18

AVRINA JOS

5000

19

PRABALA JABEEGARA ROSS

15000

20

P.S.SANTHI

1000

21

PRAVEEN

1000

22

I.BALASUBRAMANIYAM

1000

23

MURUGAVEL

1000

24

JOHNBRIDO

2000

25

VENKATACHALAPATHY

10000

26

PALANI

27

RAJESH

1000
4000

28

S.K.R.PAARI

1000

29

MAGIMAIRUFUS

1000

30

R.GANESH

2000

31

CHARLES

2000

32

PUGHAZVENDHAN

1200

33

PERUMAL

3100

34

P.M.JOSE

2000

35

MURUGESAN

1200

36

MAGIZHPUNITHA

5000

37

PERTISIYA

2000

38

AVUDAINAYAGAM

2000

39

NIMSON

4000

40

SAMUVEL

1200

41

A.SUBBULAKSHMI

2000

42

PRAVIN

1000

43

MANIKANDAN

1000

44

DR.GAYATHIRI

2000

45

KINGSLIN

4000

46

SWASTIK COMPUTER

1000

47

KRISHNASAMY

1000

48

JAMES RAJARATHI

2000

49

MASS CORPORATION

2000

50

MALASIYA HARDWARE

1000

51

SELVAKUMAR

1000

52

PRASANNA

4000

53

RAJGANESH

1200

54

MARGARATEDBI

1000

55

JOHN SANTHYA SOLOMAN

56

RAMANATHAN

1000
2000

57

DHARNIKAVAISALI

1000

58

ENCHAL

1500

59

K.M.MATHEW

2000

60

RAJESH

2000

61

VIVEK- MADURAI

1000

62

ELAKKIYA RAVITHA

1000

63

LOGESWARI.K

3000

64

V.KARUKUZHALI

2000

65

COVID 19 DONATION

2000

66

RAJAPANDIYAN

5000

67

S.K.R.PAARI

2000

68

AROCKIYASAMY.JA

1000

69

SURESHKUMAR

1000

70

PRAVEEN KUMAR.D

2000

71

BESSY EDLIN

4000

72

COVID 19 DONATION

7000

73

ISHACHARLET

2000

74

SUMITHA

1000

75

BALLIGA CHELLIAH

5000

76

BLESSY DAVID

2000

77

SUGUMAR (P.S.SANTHI)

1000

78

THENKASI COVID
COVID-19 DONATION

1000

79

KANDHAN

1000

80

THENKASI COVID
COVID-19 DONATION

1500

81

S. MOHAMED SAHIB

15000

TOTAL

2,60,950

Conclusion: This experience of supporting the needy people who were much affected during
COVID-19 was a timely reach out. This experience is a great memory recorded in the annals of
BWDA.

